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Sustainability vs Valuation: Aligning the opportunities and risks 
The transition to net zero will fundamentally change asset valuations, as investors seek to avoid 
assets at risk of stranding and penalties associated with non-compliance in a fast-evolving net-
zero landscape. In the article, we discuss opportunities and risks, why you should invest now, what 
the future holds for valuations and our call to action. 

To date, climate resilience has had minimal impact on real estate valuations, despite a common 
assumption that there is a significant connection between the two. One of the reasons it has been 
challenging for valuations to take sustainability into account is that valuations predominantly 
consider historical data; however, sustainability focuses on future risks.  

This difference is changing as the tools we use to measure sustainability are improving. The 
Taskforce for Climate-related Financial Disclosures (TCFD), for example, provides a framework 
that is compatible with valuations, making it easier to align the future forecasting around climate 
risks with traditional valuations concepts. The TCFD recommends that assets should understand 
asset exposure to physical risks and transitional risks. Buildings can mainly cope with transitional 
risk at varying costs. However, buildings may not be able to cope with physical risks such as 
flooding or wildfires. 

An example of a transition risk is the Minimum Energy Efficiency Standard (MEES). The 
introduction of MEES resulted in the RICS Guidance to Valuers extending UK valuers due diligence 
to cover any risks posed by MEES and the inability to lease an asseti. We expect that MEES will play 
a more significant role than it has in impacting valuations: 

 “The UK Government has committed to a 78% reduction in greenhouse gas emissions by 2035, 
based on a 1990 baseline, and we’ll see increasing levels of legislation to support this target,” 
says Sam Carson, recently appointed to lead on sustainability and ESG within CBRE’s Valuations 
and Advisory Services. An example is the Spring 2021 Consultation on changes to the Minimum 
Energy Efficiency Standards that affect EPCs, which, if passed into law, proposes to lift the 
minimum requirements for EPCs to a C by 2027 and B by 2030. 90% of EPCs on the UK’s national 
register are below a B, so this could affect how buildings are valued as these buildings may face 
accelerated obsolescence. 

As climate change legislation becomes more robust, the signals are that traditional valuation 
models can be used to price in obsolescence risks and become much more apparent. For example, 
the built environment is currently responsible for 40% of energy consumption in the EU; there will 
be increased scrutiny in the UK and EU through the EU taxonomy or UK legislation like ESOS.  



 

 
According to the Economist, globally: “Our estimates indicate that asset managers can expect 
present-day losses of US$4.2trn to the US$143trn of current manageable assets as a result of climate 
change by 2100 at a private-sector discount rate, equivalent to the entire GDP of Japan. 1  Mercer 
considers real estate to be one of the asset classes most sensitive to climate impacts.  

According to CBRE, inadequate sustainability credentials such as a BREEAM rating of good or 
below could become a sticking point for occupiers who want high-quality spaces. Strong BREEAM 
ratings have proven to be a useful proxy but do not guarantee an easy shift to zero carbon for a 
building. IPSX forecast that assets that do not develop net zero plans will depreciate over the next 
five years. In response to this risk, this article provides a roadmap in the article for what you can do 
next. 

IPSX is working in partnership to help develop clear guidelines for all admissions to the exchange 
on reporting and managing embodied and operational carbon emissions. The transparency of 
single asset reporting will enable real estate owners and investors to better differentiate how net 
zero could impact valuations in property.  

In addition, IPSX allows investors to understand the merits of a single-asset investment. IPSX can 
show the additional value that sustainability brings to assets through its open market transparent 
process. This open market approach presents an opportunity for green buildings to differentiate 
themselves by enhancing value through the IPSX exchange and for traditional valuers to see how a 
real estate stock market actively trades on sustainability data.  

One area that could set IPSX market values apart is the ability to present asset business plans and 
decarbonisation strategies so that investors can recognise the management of transition risks 
within specific IPSX investments. IPSX could also share data that proves that the building’s green 
credentials have helped attract premium tenants, reduce operating costs, and therefore deliver 
higher yields.  

 
1 Source: https://eiuperspectives.economist.com/sites/default/files/The%20cost%20of%20inaction.pdf 



 

 

Why should you invest now to protect building values? 

Our partners Carbon Intelligence are working with real estate investors to determine the cost for 
assets and portfolios to achieve net zero.  

Retrofitting assets to align with climate science can come with a high cost. 70 to 80% of the 
building’s around by 2050 have already been built. As per the chart below, Carbon Intelligence can 
forecast the indicative costs for reaching Paris-proof targets.  

“We believe that if you do not invest CAPEX now, not only will you miss out on the short-term 
benefits such as reduced energy costs and rental premiums, but you will also end up needing to 
invest the same or more to avoid non-compliance, voids, or high discount rates linked to 
obsolescence,” says Oliver Light, Real Estate Commercial Director at Carbon Intelligence  
 

 

Figure 1: The waterfall chart highlights the short, medium, and long-term projects required to align with climate targets. The 
chart includes CAPEX/ OPEX required and the forecasted savings. 

Please note: Future decarbonisation of the grid and carbon capture technologies may also support 
a buildings’ net zero journey.  

  



 

 

Why invest now? 
There is growing evidence that links a building’s green credentials to improved property values. 
Global examples include the following:  

1. Offices in Central London with high sustainability credentials and optimum performance 
are widely accepted to benefit from rental premiums (6-11%)2.  

2. NABERS Australia was able to link strong energy performance to increased building value, 
energy savings, and the futureproofing of assets3  

a. According to MSCi For Mar-15 Green Star rated offices in CBD markets… 
outperformed the broader CBD office market by 270bps. 4 

3. M&G Real Estate recently conducted a research project using their own European certified 
buildings and found that when investing into green buildings, although the cost of 
implementing sophisticated building technologies had increased costs (+31bps), they were 
able to make up for this with significantly higher rental income (+53bps). Ultimately this 
meant higher cash flows for distribution (+19bps) and compensation for the premium costs 
of a green building .5 

“The great benefit about data transparency is that transparency helps the market make decisions. 
The more data that links ESG to market decision making, the more that this will reflect future 
valuations” Andrew Knight, Tech Partner Programme & Data Standards at RICS  

  

 

2 Source: Developing the business case for net zero carbon buildings in central London by JLL 

3 Source: Climate Risk Real Estate Monitor (CREEM) 

4 Source: Real Investment Analytics report on Australian Green Office Property Indicators 2020 

4 Source: https://www.msci.com/documents/1296102/1672377/MSCI_AU+Green+snapshot+Flyer.pdf/e2548b3f-6809-4732-bd4d-
281483e81256  
5 Source: https://www.fieldfisher.com/en/services/financial-markets-and-products/real-estate-finance/real-estate-
finance-blog/green-buildings-and-ref-implications 

https://www.msci.com/documents/1296102/1672377/MSCI_AU+Green+snapshot+Flyer.pdf/e2548b3f-6809-4732-bd4d-281483e81256
https://www.msci.com/documents/1296102/1672377/MSCI_AU+Green+snapshot+Flyer.pdf/e2548b3f-6809-4732-bd4d-281483e81256


 

 

We have predicted what we believe will be the short, medium, and long-term 
upsides and downsides in the article.  

  

Short-term upside:  A building with minimal energy costs, prestige, and ESG credentials will drive 
tenant demand. The financial savings from energy efficiency projects could be re-invested in 
decarbonisation improvement projects through a green lease agreement or a strong covenant.   

Medium-term upside: Future-proofed buildings are more attractive to premium tenants from 
blue-chip firms prepared to pay more as they fight for quality, leading to higher rental premiums. 
The demonstration of solid ESG performance could lead to greater access to cheaper debt through 
green finance. 

Long-term upside: The shortage of green assets, or data linking IRR to future-proofed buildings, 
could lead to higher values or lower exit yields at the point of sale. 



 

 

 

Short-term downsides: Rising energy, life cycle, and maintenance costs lead to reduced NOI. We 
also anticipate voids to increase.   

Medium-term downsides: Non-compliance, or poor alignment to tenants ESG requirements, could 
result in more voids. We also anticipate rising offset costs of residual emissions. 
 
“We are working with more and more blue-chip companies to define their requirements for real 
estate – be that to occupy or invest in – the parameters and frameworks of old are being challenged, 
and we are helping these companies to really understand what they need to see before progressing” 
as discussed by Oliver Light on the IPSX valuations webinar.  

Long-term downsides: In the long-term, assets will be forced to decarbonise, meaning the non-
retrofitted stock will decline heavily in value. This delay in retrofitting will results in a brown haircut 
or discount rate for an asset at the point of sale.  

As we have discussed through commitments through the BBP Climate Commitment and the Net 
Zero Asset Owner Alliance (NZAOA) commitment, real estate investors have aligned billions of real 
estate assets to be net-zero by 2050 or before. “With the shortage of quality sustainable buildings, 
we see a green premium. However, most buildings could suffer from increased obsolescence that 
therefore impact on value unless improvements take place to address the sustainable 
performance of buildings,” JLL reported as part of the article.    

 

 

 



 

 

Discount Rates 

Leading real estate investors are carrying out net zero audits as part of their due diligence process 
pre-acquisition to determine the energy performance of the asset and costs associated with 
decarbonising the building.  

This exercise helps the investor determine whether they wish to acquire the property or ask for a 
discount to reflect the future investment required to future-proof the asset. These audits are 
becoming more sophisticated and involve net-zero specialists and cost consultants.  

Real Estate investors are now using the Carbon Risk in Real Estate Monitor (CRREM) tool to help 
determine when an asset may become stranded. There have been undisclosed instances in the 
market when investors have held up acquisitions due to the findings from the CRREM analysis.  

 

Background on CRREM6: CRREM is an open-source spreadsheet that uses asset energy 
performance data to plot where the asset is relative to pathways that meet the Paris Agreement. 
The tool can help valuers define how far away a property is from its “stranding date” when the 
building is no longer aligned with the Paris Agreement and will require investment to realign to the 
pathway. The UN Net Zero Asset Owner Alliance climate leadership group has advocated using 
CRREM across 42 global investors representing $6.6 trillion. 

  

 
6 Source: https://www.crrem.org/pathways/  

https://www.crrem.org/pathways/


 

 

What does the future hold?  

Looking ahead, we anticipate that data transparency and market drivers will provide a vital link 
between valuations and ESG performance. It is important to remember that there is no one 
characteristic that you value; there are a dozen or more factors that feed into the valuation of an 
asset. There will be a growing recognition that sustainability runs through all these factors. 
Equally, as we have more data on the impact of energy efficiency projects on lease events, we 
anticipate greater buy-in across the market on the investment case.  

We also expect that investors, developers, and market players will seek to differentiate 
themselves in the market by: 

• Developers will minimise the embodied carbon of new schemes by retaining the existing 
structure of the building, such as British Land’s new development at 100 Liverpool Street. 
Or by using timber, such as Landsec at Timber Square. Developers will need to prepare for 
new building standards regarding insulation and cooling.  

• Investors will need to focus on retrofitting as 70% to 80% of buildings built today will be 
around in 2050. Investors will also need to consider physical risks such as flood risk.  

• Leading building owners and developers will implement leading technology such as: 
o Carbon capture. 
o Batteries. 
o Renewables. 
o District heat networks or ground source heat pumps. 
o Smart building technology. 

• Architects and designers will align future developments with Passivhaus principles to help 
design energy-efficient buildings with features such as natural ventilation.  

Some buildings will decarbonise, others will not. The Guardian reported on a study that found that 
skyscrapers use two and a half times more electricity than a low-rise office. 7That said, it is 
possible to decarbonise these types of buildings through retrofitting and façade optimisation; 
however, this is often at a high cost and should be budgeted in long-term CAPEX/ OPEX spending.  
Physical risk tools such as MSCi claim that industrial units have the highest Climate Value at Risk 
due to their tendency to be located to flood plains or coasts.  

RICS is currently laying the groundwork for a new “Global Guidance Note: Sustainability and ESG in 
commercial property valuation and strategic advance” with two main aims:  

• Practical and globally relevant principles for the delivery of the sustainability and ESG 
requirements already contained in our RICS Global Standards – Valuation “Red Book” 

 
7 Source: https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2019/sep/30/weatherwatch-glass-skyscrapers-are-worst-
energy-offenders#:~:text=Whatever%20you%20think%20of,(six%20storeys%20or%20less). 



 

 
• Relating everyday commercial valuation practice to the wider ESG and sustainability 

landscape8 

“The relevance and significance of sustainability and environmental matters should form an 
integral part of the valuation approach and reasoning supporting the reported figure” 9RICS Global 
Standards. 

The banks will help to drive change 

“Ultimately, the banks have a big role to play in all of this, and they are becoming more demanding, 
driven by the Bank of England, who is asking all businesses to project forward their climate 
resilience. Responsibly backed loans are paramount as ultimately the bank is the one that will be 
left holding the asset if businesses can’t meet climate obligations.” David Partridge, Chairman, 
Argent Related, reported as part of the IPSX webinar. 

Banks will be more directive around lending decisions and will want to understand the 
decarbonisation asset plan and the exposure to physical and transitional risks due to insurance 
liability. The resilience of an asset will impact which assets can be purchased or works required to 
hit lending requirements. Best in class buildings will be able to access green loans and cheaper 
debt.  

As Sarah Sayce, Professor of Sustainable Real Estate at the University of Reading, noted, “The UK 
Government has consulted on residential bank lending with the requirement for transparency of 
EPCs in their loan book, by potentially including a league table of where you are, with a requirement 
of an average of a C for lending.” Banks are arguably taking more of a risk than buyers, as they are 
tied in; therefore, they want greater transparency. 

  

 
8 Source: https://www.rics.org/uk/news-insight/latest-news/news-opinion/global-esg-guidance-for-valuation--a-
practical-approach/ 
9 Source: RICS Global Standards - Valuation “Red Book”, VPS 3, 2.2, effective 31 January 2020 



 

 

How can you address valuation risks and maximise the opportunity 
in the market?  

“A building owner should start to map out a five-to-ten-year plan to determine short, medium, and 
long term decarbonisation objectives,” says Sarah Sayce from the University of Reading, speaking 
to IPSX.  IPSX has produced short, medium, and long-term pro-active recommendations for 
protecting against valuation risks.  

Short term recommendations: 

1. Establish the gap to net-zero: Review the current performance of the building versus 
credible net-zero targets from the UK-GBC and RIBA. This data includes the following:  

a. EPC, BREEAM, building fabric, energy intensity, embodied carbon intensity, fuel 
type, and renewable data.  

2. Push for greater transparency: If you are an investor seeking to acquire an asset, you 
should request actual data to help benchmark a building’s performance.  

3. Define your ambition: By when do you want to be net zero? Determining your timeline 
would help you understand how much you need to invest and who you need to engage.  

4. Develop a plan: Quantify the costs to optimise or retrofit your asset. Engage with your 
tenants on your plan and consider how you will tackle topics such as offsetting.  

5. Prepare for plenty of changes to legislation. 
6. Immerse yourself in industry-leading literature: Groups such as the UK-GBC BBP, AREF, 

as well as REITs, and IPSX are producing market-leading material to support you. 
7. Get the design brief right: Avoid starting on the wrong foot by not including vital 

specifications that would future-proof the asset. 
8. Recognise that the grid is decarbonising: This means that your building could achieve net 

zero without the need to generate renewable power, but you will still need to reduce energy 
demand significantly.  

9. Remember your tenants: Occupier requirements change over time; by keeping designs 
simple and flexible, the need for costly future adaptations may be reduced. 

Despite having built one of the stand-out developments in London at Kings Cross. David Partridge, 
Chairman of Argent Related, explained, “we started building Kings Cross back in 2008/2009 hoping 
the world would catch up by building 20% better than building regulations and now tenants like 
Facebook certainly have caught up." 

 

 



 

 

Medium term recommendations: 

1. Market your building: If your building is a stand-out performer, seek to attract rental 
premiums by highlighting the building’s credentials through professional PR. 

2. Speak with lenders: Engage with banks and investors to understand the requirements 
and the applicability of preferential financial terms.  

3. Take your net zero plan up a notch: Consider future technological advancements or 
more sophisticated building modelling techniques, such as thermal modelling.  

4. Consider all your scope three emissions: Including your materials, waste, water, and 
supply chain. 

5. Consider all the risks: Scenario analysis tools, such as MSCi are evolving and becoming 
more accurate. Keep an eye on all your future physical and transitional risks that will 
impact a building's value. 

Long-term recommendation:  

1. Maximise the acquisition opportunity in the market: Look out for poorly managed building 
that can align to net zero, apply a brown haircut to the price, acquire, and invest in assets 
decarbonisation. You could exponentially improve the building’s value. 

2. Ensure your real estate investments are on track with their net zero plans: Avoid losing 
time and better understand how you address any performance challenges.  

3. Prepare for the discount rate discussion: If you do want to dispose of your asset, make 
sure you have the data and plan ready so that you can highlight the building’s net zero 
credentials and maximise the value or price of the asset. 

 

IPSX 

“In providing transparency via IPSX as a public exchange, we are mirroring development of the 
market. Transparency is key and it is a good thing that it is evolving to help us become a mainstream 
asset class.” Rob Bould, Non-Executive Director and Senior Advisor at IPSX. 

IPSX plan to play a crucial role in how this transition occurs. The traded market values can reflect 
this information faster and based on the transparency best practices deployed by issuers. This 
approach will demonstrate where the value lies in the transition to the zero-carbon economy. IPSX 
will seek to provide greater transparency at an asset level with data that can highlight the true 
credentials of an asset.  

 
 

i Source: https://www.rics.org/globalassets/rics-website/media/knowledge/research/insights/mees-impact-on-uk-
property-management-and-valuation-rics.pdf 
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